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Question
Is it best to have an original mobile phone charging cord to get the 

best charge time or will different brands work just as well?



Purpose

My purpose behind this experiment is because I have a strong desire to know how  

certain tech items work. I also have a  high curiosity  about charging speeds for cell 

phones , but specifically my mobile phone that I use to play games on at home.  I 

would really like to know if it’s better to have the original phone charger or if any 

charger will work . There are so many different types of charges out there it can be 

kind of overwhelming when it comes to choosing the “right” one. Im curious to see if 

this research  will make a difference for people when it comes to choosing just  any 

charger for their phones since its something everyone uses everyday . 



Hypothesis
I think that the original brand will charge my phone fastest. I also think that the Just 

wireless brand will work  as well. 



Background Research
All Chargers run off of Watts, Watts is a method of measuring the rate of energy transfer of an appliance. 

Samsung Chargers vary in watts but a 10-15 watt charger is sufficient enough to charge most phones. 

The fastest samsung charger is a 25 watt USB-C charger for fast charging.There are lots of opinions from 

manufacturers and “tech savvy” people, as to whether or not its best to use any charger or to stick with 

your phones original charger. For example, samsung recommends only using phone specific chargers to 

avoid battery life issues down the line. They also suggest to not let your phone completely die and to 

charger once it gets between 30%-70% to prolong battery life. So even though that’s what it suggested by 

the maker of the phone, is it safe to just use any charger if say something happens to the original? 

.



Background Cont’d
According to some sources online, it is acceptable to use other chargers as long as you follow 

some guidelines. One suggestion is to not use any cheap chargers or chargers that look like 

they have been sitting around for a long time on a shelf. Also do not expect the fastest charge 

if you’re going to use a charger that did not specifically come with your phone.   Overall it is 

okay to use any charger( in most cases, with the exception of Iphones) since technology has 

become very modern and most batteries have a chip to regulate input when it comes to 

charging. If you want a fast charge though, its suggested to learn how much wattage your 

phone can handle and pick a charger that supplies exactly  that. Lastly, some  good 

information  to know is that although fast charging is great, if you are not using a charger that  

specifically came with your phone for fast charging,  your battery life could become bad over 

time and even have a higher chance of overheating .  It could also over time possibly destroy 

your batteries overall life and eventually it could  not hold a charge for very long. All this is 

definitely something to think about when it comes to charging!



Variables

❖ Samsung original charger

❖ “Heyday” brand charger

❖ “Just Wireless” brand charger 
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Materials

❖ Samsung Galaxy J3 Eclipse mobile phone

❖ Samsung original charger

❖ “Heyday” brand charger 

❖ “Just Wireless” brand charger

❖ Paper

❖ Pencil

❖ Timer (we used Alexa)



➢ First i needed to label 3 separate papers with each type of charger 

○ Original, Just wireless, and Heyday

➢ Next i decided on 3 different percentages to charge from

○ 0%, 50%, and 71%

➢ I also needed to set a time to charge for

○ I decided to set 3 separate times for each charger

○ 15 mins, 30 mins, and 60 mins. 

➢ After each timer went off i wrote down what percentage the phone was at and 

continued on till each timer went off. 

➢ I repeated these step for each charger till  each charger had been tested for 60 

mins total and checked 3 separate times.

Procedure



Data

15 mins 30 mins 60 mins

Heyday 78% 82% 100%

   Jw 81% 90% 100%

Original 82% 92% 99%
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**Starting charge point was 71% 

for each charger.



    

**charger start  point= 0%

**Charger start point= 50%

15 mins 30 mins 60 mins

Heyday 18% 35% 68%

JW 15% 32% 62%

Original 15% 29% 57%

15 mins 30 mins 60 mins

Heyday 60% 78% 97%

JW 63% 73% 82%

Original 63% 76% 90%
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Data Cont’d



Graphs

Starting charge 71%
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Starting charge 0%



Abstract
My experiment is to see if it is best to have your original phone charger or will any 

charger work just as well? There are so many different types and brands of chargers 

that sometimes it can be overwhelming to know which is the right or best one. In my 

project I test 3 different chargers, the original and two other brands. All three chargers 

worked at a similar rate in the end but I was able to see that at certain starting charge 

points, each charger had its strong points. I was also able to experience some of the 

overheating issues that were possible side effects suggested by using different chargers. 

I definitely have a better understanding about paying more attention when it comes to 

charging my mobile phone. 



Conclusion
My hypothesis after doing my experiment was supported, even though  the other 2 

chargers worked well  also. I was able to experience  first hand some overheating issues 

while charging with the Just Wireless brand.  After reading I was able to learn that it is 

probably okay for a short period of time to use any charger but if i want my phone 

battery to last longer , than I should stick with my original charger. Having access to 

many different chargers everywhere you go is nice if you happen to forget your charger 

or need a backup , but in the long run I feel the original is the best way to go. If  it 

wasn't than i dont think phone companies would bother sending chargers with every 

phone you purchase. 
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